STAFF APPRECIATION WEEK 2021
Franklin Families,
This year we want to celebrate our teachers with a mystery to solve. We
hope to make Staff Appreciation week fun and interactive! Next week they
will all receive a mysterious package, full of puzzle, clues and strange
objects. Each day we will give them a new clue or puzzle, which will
reveal treats and words of thanks.
We have these activities planned for the staff, and would love your help
in thanking our staff.
Monday May 3rd
Riddle me this?
Monday's are tough, even tougher without coffee. Solve the riddle and
your cup of jo is on us! Staff will also look for clues as their week of
investigation and mystery begins. Can they find out the truth?
Tuesday May 4th Crack the Code
More information has come to light and the mystery is starting to
unravel. Staff will use the tools we have provided to look closely and
use their observation skills to the next clue that will get them that
closer to their prize.
Wednesday May 5th Answers are in the Details
Chalk the walk, or the wall outside the front of school with words of
appreciation for our amazing teachers while you collect your Pancake
Breakfast supplies between 12 and 2pm. They will need to look closely for
a clue hiding in the dust.
Thursday May 6th Puzzle me this?
Staff will be completing a jigsaw, to find their next clue. But they need
fuel to help their brains masters this puzzle. While contemplating their
theories don’t forget to help them fuel up on snacks for these sleuthing
staff! We will be bringing snacks to the staff room. Please check out
staff favorite’s page and bring a packaged goodie.
Friday May 7th - Mystery Solved! Its no mystery that our teachers and
staff are what make Franklin great! While they finish the week solving
our hidden clues don’t let them guess how much we appreciate them. Bring
a gift card, balloon(s), flowers or chocolates to your favorite teacher or
staff member.

